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EDITOR’S NOTE
Researchers often ask, 'If I publish in an Open Access journal, will my work
be cited?’ James Pingle (nature.com, 07 Dec. 2019), Vice President,
Thomson ISI, USA based on a study in respect of papers published in over
190 Open Access journals has concluded that Open Access journals can
have similar impact to other journals, and prospective authors should not
fear publishing in these journals merely because of their access model. It is
duly corroborated by other researchers (Swamy & Kishore, IJLIS, 2017;
Kumar & Naveen, IJIDT, 2016; Veena, IJODLS, 2016; Sharma & Kumar,
JLIT, 2016; Halloumeh & Jirjees, AJ & C, 2016) who have established the
superiority of e-publications for convenience, cost effectiveness, and
comprehension. Moreover, a scholar’s scientific research output, assessed
in terms of h-index (Hirsch, 2005) from Google Scholar is being accepted for
research fellowships and holding positions at top universities (Bornmann &
Hans-Dieter, Journal of the American Society for Information Science &
Technology, July 2007).

Moreover, a scholar’s scientific research output, assessed in terms of h-index (Hirsch, 2005)
from
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SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC: A GRAPHIC REVIEW

Amrit Kaur Bansal
ABSTRACT
The corona virus disease (COVID-19), which has been characterized as a pandemic by world
health organization (WHO), is attacking society at its core. Pandemics in general are not merely
serious public health concerns, but also trigger catastrophic socio-economic consequences in
the infected countries. COVID-19 disease emerged in Wuhan city, the capital of Hubei
Province in the People's Republic of China on 31-Dec-2019. The epidemiological profile of the
infection has revealed that it has so far affected 216 countries, and has infected over 9 million
people globally, as per the World Health Organization (WHO) COVID-19 report. India’s total
COVID-19 infections as on 02-Feb-2020 were 10, 767, 206 (10.7 million approximately) cases
with 1, 54, 522 (1.4%) case fatalities as on 02-Feb-2021. Out of 186,514 active cases, fatalities
were 14,989 (8%) as per the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India
(2021). Genomic analysis revealed that SARS-CoV-2 is phylogenetically related to severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) like Bat viruses. Therefore, Bats possibly could be the primary
reservoir of COVID-19. The transmission profile has confirmed asymptomatic and human-tohuman transmission through close contacts in familial and social settings. The intermediate
source of origin and transfer to humans is not known. However, rapid human to human transfer
has been confirmed widely and person-to-person transmission of SARS-CoV-2 have occurred
between two persons with prolonged, unprotected exposure with the symptomatic patient. It has
infected humans in all age groups, of all ethnicities, and both sexes (males and females) while
spreading through communities at an alarming rate. Infected patients experience common
cold-like symptoms along with raised temperature, non-productive coughing and difficulty to
breathe. COVID-19 has rapidly and adversely affected the life and livelihood of mankind. This
paper portrays the genetic configuration, epidemiological profile, and mode of transmission of
COVID-19 and its impacts on environment in general and society in particular pertaining to
health care, education, agriculture, family relation, industry and employment, mental wellbeing,
domestic discord, tourism, life and livelihood, social liaison, and delineates global strategies for
COVID-19 prevention and control.
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INTRODUCTION
We are facing global health crisis unlike any in 75 years history of mankind. One that is killing
people, spreading human suffering and upending people’s lives (Haung et al., 2020). It is an
economic and social crisis of mankind. The corona virus disease (COVID-19), which has been
characterized as a pandemic by world health organization (WHO), is attacking society at its
core. Pandemic in general are not merely serious public health concern, rather these trigger
disastrous socio-economic consequences in the infected countries. The disease, emerged in
Wuhan, China in December 2019, and spread around the world. The novel corona virus named
‘Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-COV-2) was identified as the cause
of an outbreak of respiratory illness, first detected in Wuhan city of China in December 2019.
CHARACTERIZATION OF COVID-19 VIRUS
As is implied in the name COVID-19, ‘CO’ stands for ‘CORONA’ ‘VI’ for ‘virus’ and ‘D’ for
disease and 19 represents the year of its occurrence (Haung et al., 2020). The spikes (Figure1a) that adorn the outer surface of the virus, impart the look of a corona surrounding the virion,
when, viewed with an electron microscope. The protein particles E, S, and M are located on the
outer surface of the particle. The coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) is a highly transmittable
and pathogenic viral infection caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2,
briefly known as SARS-COV-2 (Figure- 1b).

Figure-1a: Public Heath Image Library. ID 23313. Downloaded on 08-01-21
(https://www.cdc.gov/media/subtopic/images.htm)
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Figure-1b: Lung coronavirus (Downloaded on 08-Jan-2021)
(https://www.webmd.com/lung/coronavirus)
Genomic analysis revealed that SARS-CoV-2 is phylogenetically related to severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) like bat viruses. Bats (Figure-2) possibly could be the primary
reservoir (Ghinai, et al. 2020).

Figure-2: Source: www.dw.com › how-deforestation-can-lead-to-more-infectious
diseases.... (Downloaded on 08-Jan-2021).
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Corona virus was discovered in the mid-1960s that affect humans in the Chinese Institute of
Virology in 2019, in Wuhan city of Hubei province in China. There was an outbreak of
"coronavirus disease (COVID-19)" which is the result of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) which is induced by a novel enveloped virus having singlestranded RNA. It transmitted rapidly affecting more than 200 countries globally, so, the World
Health Organization has declared it as a pandemic. SARS-CoV-2 presently is a 7th amongst
known corona viruses that cause infection in people, after 229E and OC43 (Earliest studied
viruses in human patients suffering from a common cold).
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PROFILE
As per the World Health Organization (WHO), COVID-19 has so far affected 216 countries or
territories or areas, as given below (Figure-3) and has infected over 9 million people globally. In
India, COVID-19 has 186,514 active cases and has claimed 14,894 (8%) lives so far, as per the
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India (Javaid, 2020).

Figure-3: Epidemiological Chart.
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The intermediate source of origin and transfer to humans is not known. However, the rapid
human to human transfer has been confirmed widely and person-to-person transmission of
SARS-CoV-2 occurred between two people with prolonged, unprotected exposure with the
symptomatic patient. Genomic analysis has revealed that SARS-CoV-2 is phylogenetically
related to severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-like) bat viruses. Therefore Bats possibly
could be the possible primary reservoir of the virus (Ghinai et al., 2020). Further study also
confirmed asymptomatic and human-to-human transmission through close contacts in familial
and hospital settings (Li, et al., 2020).
TRANSMISSION PARADIGM
The intermediate source of origin and transfer to humans is not known. However, rapid human
to human transfer has been confirmed widely and person-to-person transmission of SARS-CoV2 occurred between two people with prolonged, unprotected exposure with the symptomatic
patient (Figure-4).

Figure-4: Transmission paradigm
It has infected humans in all age groups, of all ethnicities, both sexes (males and females)
and spread through communities at an alarming rate. Infected patients experience common
cold-like symptoms along with raised temperature, non-productive coughing and difficulty to
breathe. It is considered as a relative of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and the
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS). COVID-19 is caused by a novel betacoronavirus
named CoV-2, which affects the lower respiratory tract. Besides, SARS-CoV-2 may also harm
other organs.
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Till today, there is no comprehensive knowledge about the extent and management of
COVID-19-related disorders other than the pulmonary system. The present review is an
overview of systemic manifestations of COVID-19 that may affect gastrointestinal,
cardiovascular, urinary, reproductive, hepatocellular and neurological systems (Sethiya and
Dhadse, 2020).
The outbreak of COVID-19, the disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-COVA-2) has a detrimental effect on global health care system with a
rippling effect on every aspects of human life (Yin and Wunderink, 2018).
COVID -19 has rapidly affected our day to day life and businesses, disrupting the world trade
and movements, with slowdown of manufacture of products in most of the countries (Jin et al.,
2020; Sohrabi et al., 2020).
This virus significantly knocked down daily life of citizens impacting the global economy. In
response to flatten the growth parabola, government has enforced border shutdowns, travel
restrictions and quarantine measures, in the countries which constitute the world’s largest
economies, sparking fears of an impending economic catastrophe and recession (Haung et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2020).
In the present paper, our main focus is to highlight the impacts of COVID-19 on environment
and society such as health care system, education, mental health, industry, labor, agriculture,
tourism, media and family etc. An attempt has been made to trace out the preventive routes for
minimizing the risks.
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
The outbreak of COVID-19 has become a clinical threat to the common population and
healthcare workers worldwide, since, there is no clinically approved antiviral drug or vaccine
available to be used against COVID-19 till the end of the year 2020. However, few broadspectrum antiviral drugs which have been evaluated against COVID-19 in clinical trials have
resulted in clinical recovery.
Initially, interferons - a nebulization, broad-spectrum antibiotics, and anti-viral drugs were used
to reduce the viral load. However, only remdesivir has shown promising impact against the virus
Remdesivir solitarily and in combination with chloroquine or interferon beta have been found to
significantly blocked the SARSCoV-2 replication and patients were declared as clinically
recovered. Various other anti-virals are currently being evaluated against SARSCoV-2 infection.
Nafamostat, Nitazoxanide, Ribavirin, Penciclovir, Favipiravir, Ritonavir, AAK1, Baricitinib, and
Arbidol exhibited moderate results when tested against infection in patients and in-vitro clinical
isolates. Several other combinations, such as combining the antiviral or antibiotics with
traditional Chinese medicines were also evaluated against SARSCoV-2 induced infection in
humans and mice. Recently, Doctors in Shanghai, isolated the blood plasma from clinically
recovered patients of COVID-19 and injected it in the infected patients leading to their recovery
(Shereen et al., 2020).
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Susceptibility of older (79%) than young persons, men (58%) than women, and sick
persons (Figure-5) with chronic health conditions, e.g., cardiovascular diseases, diabetes,
hepatitis B, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic kidney diseases, and cancer were
more vulnerable (Sharon Begely, 2020). Therefore, social isolation of these persons is
necessary at a time when they may be at utmost need of support (Amiri et al., 2020).

Figure-5
Since this are a very few new viruses, much knowledge about this virus is not available. So far,
there is no precise antiviral treatment or vaccines for COVID -19 till the end of the year 2020.
There are many challenges faced by healthcare system as given follow (Ji et al., 2020):
● Challenges in the diagnosis, quarantine and treatment of suspected or confirmed cases.
● High burden of functioning of the existing medical system.
● Patients with other disease and health problems are getting neglected.
● Overload on doctors and other healthcare professionals.
● Overburden on medical shops.
● Requirement for high protection.
● Disruption of medical supply chain.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) define primary healthcare as “A whole-of-society
approach to health and well-being centered on the needs and preferences of individuals,
families, and communities.” “Primary healthcare,” the WHO explain, “Ensures people receive
comprehensive care — ranging from promotion and prevention to treatment, rehabilitation, and
palliative care — as close as feasible to people’s everyday environment.” Access to healthcare
is a fundamental human right, but the strain that the COVID-19 pandemic has placed on
healthcare systems everywhere has, in turn, affected many people’s primary care provision
(Maria Cohut, 2020).
The novel corona virus spreads through tiny droplets that spray into the air when a person with
the infection sneezes or coughs. Anyone within 6 feet, or 2 meters, of the person can inhale
these droplets.
The virus can also transmit via surfaces that a person with the infection has touched. People
with diabetes can protect themselves from contracting the virus in the same way as everyone
else, by:
● frequently washing the hands with soap and water
● using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer when soap and water are not available
● avoiding frequently touched surfaces when possible
● frequently disinfecting any potentially contaminated surfaces, such as countertops, tabletops,
and door handles
● not touching the eyes, nose, or mouth with unwashed hands
● practicing physical distancing by staying 6 feet, or 2 meters, away from others in public
● covering coughs and sneezes with a tissue or with inner elbow — not the hands
● avoiding all contact with people who are sick, especially if they have a fever, a cough, or both
● keeping the immune system strong by getting at least 7 hours of sleep a night and reducing
stress levels as much as possible
● maintaining an adequate intake of food and fluids
● trying to keep blood sugar levels in a healthy range
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), a national public health institute in the
United States recommend that people wear cloth face masks (Figure-6) in public places where
it is difficult to maintain physical distancing. This will help slow the spread of the virus from
people who do not know that they have contracted it, including those who are asymptomatic.
People should wear cloth face masks while continuing to practice physical distancing.
Instructions for making masks at home are available here.
Note: It is critical that surgical masks and N95 respirators are reserved for healthcare workers.
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Figure-6: Face mask (Source: https://pixabay.com/images/s)
EDUCATION
This pandemic has affected the educational system worldwide, leading to widespread closure of
schools, colleges and universities. It affected 1.5 billion students worldwide. COVID-19 has also
affected all levels of education system from pre-school to tertiary education with over 100
countries imposing nationwide closure of educational facilities which affected millions of learners
(Jena, 2020).
Closure of educational institutes has socioeconomic impacts too. Some of these impacts include
malnutrition due to lack of free school meals provided in many countries to children from low–
income families, particularly younger children (Figure-7). Social isolation, dropout rates with
students, cancellation or postponement of number of scientific conferences were also
impacted. This resulted in:





Closed schools
Postponed or rescheduling of the examination
Cleaning and sanitation of premises
Continuation of long term uncertainty etc.

All major entrance examinations are postponed including engineering, medical, law, agriculture,
fashion and designing courses etc. This situation may be a ringing alarming bell mainly in
private sector universities and educational institutions.
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Figure-7 (Source: https://theirworld.org/news/india-free-school-meals), 09-March-2017).
Measures taken by education institutes to fight against COVID-19:
The lockdown has generated uncertainty over the exam cycle. Universities may face impact in
terms of slowdown in student internships and placements, lower fee collections that can create
hurdles in managing the working capitals. Students counseling operations are also affected.
Several institutions may have to suspend faculty plans for existing vacancies, which in turn
could affect quality and excellence.
Structure of schooling and learning includes teaching and assessment methodologies may also
be affected due to closure. Technology play an important role in lockdown period, e.g., study
from home and work from home. Low income private and government schools may not be able
to adopt to online teaching methods. Some faculties and employees may face salary cuts,
bonuses and increments may also be affected/ postponed.
AGRICULTURE
The impact of COVID-19 on Indian agriculture is complex and varied across diverse segments
that a great loss is being faced by the farmers (Jambor et al., 2020). With over 40 percent of the
country’s workforce employed in agriculture, India’s response to the COVID-19 crisis has lasting
implications for food supply chains (GAP Report, 2020).
The problems in agriculture at the moment are primarily related to:
(a) Labor availability
(b) Unavailability to access markets for produces due to issues in transportation as well as
operation of markets.
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Figure: 8a
(https://globalagriculturalproductivity.org/monitoring-the-impact-of-covid-19-in-india/)

Farmers in India constantly battle against skewed monsoon and erratic rainfall, extreme natural
events, interrupted supply chains and rising inflation. Like this was not enough, these troubles
now are supplemented by the COVID induced lockdowns and the heralding Locusts Attack! The
start of the corona virus pandemic has coincided with the peak harvesting season.
As the markets are locked down, there is a threat to the crop in over 100 lakh hectares in the
country. God bless our Annadatas!. However, small land holders (Figure-8a) are drastically hit
due to non-availability of work force, while migrant agricultural workers loose employment due to
COVID-19 scare.
Commercial crops are drastically hit as they tend to be more dependent on migrant labourers
due to sharp increase in daily wages during harvesting of crops. Consequently, a sharp spike in
the price of vegetables and other commercial crops due to large scale changing in cropping
pattern.There is a greater need of government support in the form of reinforcement for other
agriculture inputs. Lack of any relief will only aggravate the agriculture crises.
The situation is particularly dire for smallholder farmers, who account for over 86% of the farmer
population in India and contribute significantly to the nation’s food security and productivity. Due
to present restrictions, they have not only lost their farm income, but also their income from daily
wages.
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Figure-8b
Women in Agriculture, Farmers India (Sasya Syamlam), April 27, 2011.
Pi courtesy: guardian.co.uk (posted by Yashwant).
http://farmersindia.blogspot.com/2011/04/women-in-indian-agriculture.html
Sparsely availability of labor has hurt operation in many parts of India. Some parts of agriculture
that have the luxury of developing technology for harvesting like paddy and wheat, are relatively
more insulated since they often do not have to depend on large numbers of manual labor.
However, commercial crops are drastically hit as they tend to be more dependent on migrant
labor (both males as well as females) has resulted in a sharp increase in daily wages of
harvesting crops. Consequently, a sharp spike in the price of vegetables and other commercial
crops occur due to large scale changing in cropping pattern .There is a greater need of
government support for agriculture inputs. Lack of any relief will only make the agriculture crises
worse.
The other important dynamic that policymakers and the wider development community
need to look at is preserving the role of women in agriculture (Figure- 8b). The surplus
labor in rural areas can potentially underm ine the status of women in agriculture, and push
them further into economic exclusion. The COVID-19 crisis has bought to the fore some of
the persistent problems (depicted below) that Indian agriculture faces (Figure-9, Part-I &II).
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Despite the
dependency
farmers. The
for the Kharif

impressive strides made toward improved access to institutional credit,
on informal credit sources remains high, especially among small-holder
government needs to step in to ensure that farmers can access to fresh credit
season (Srinivasan et al.; 2020).

Figure: 9 (Part-I)
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Figure: 9 (Part-II)
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FAMILY RELATION
Families with dependent children are likely to be adversely of affected by the financial,
emotional and physical implications of pandemic and resultant lockdown. This is especially
acute for families living in poverty. Emerging evidence from the early warning system suggests
that families are struggling with additional costs of raising children during the pandemic.
Families who were already living in poverty before the pandemic may now be struggling even
more, because of the additional costs of having the whole family at home (Nicola et al., 2020).
In order to assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on families living in poverty, the
project will also create a COVID-19 focused network of existing projects with a focus on poverty
and facilitate the documentary of families, live experiences, both virtually and offline (Nicola et
al., 2020). Sources of stress build up for parents and many children are more irritable and
agitated than usual (Figure-10), as well as being quicker to have a tantrum (Chaisson, 2000).

Figure-10
Caption: A father kisses his daughter prior to entering the school yard at the Philippe Labarre Elementary School in Montreal, on Thursday, August 27, 2020. Thousands of
Quebec students return to class in the shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic. THE
CANADIAN PRESS/ Paul Chiasson
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INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYMENT
COVID-19 is an unprecedented public health emergency affecting every industry. For instance,
India has more than 2,000 spinning mills (Figure-11). The majority of workers in textile industry
are migrants from Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Orissa and other states. They are eager to return to
their homes during the lockdown period due to financial distress owing to loss of pay. But, lack
of conveyance is the greatest hurdle to overcome (Ashok Juneja, 2020). While some have
stronger defenses, others struggle to revert to normal that is constantly redefined-and
redesigned. It has immense impact on labor deployment too (Martin et al., 2000).
The labor effects are:
● Apart from laborers/ industrial workers being anxious to return home after prolonged jobless
existence, businesses are squeezed by the problems of logistics and transportation and
financial hardships, owing to lockdown.
● The COVID-19 pandemic is having a huge impact on the lives of people not only
economically, but when employment opportunities are concerned too. While adults would
manage to somehow survive, it might be a different scenario where children are concerned, as it
could put millions of them at a risk of losing jobs as underage labors.
:

Figure - 11
Source: Ashok Juneja, April 2020. COVID-19 Lockdown: Impact on Textile Industry.
https://www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/8635/covid-19-lockdown-impact-on-textileindustry/
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If the Indian economy were a person, her income in 2020-21 and 2021-22 would be less than
what it was in 2019-20 due to ongoing COVID lockdown. At least, this is what the latest World
Bank forecasts tell us. There is enormous, perhaps unprecedented, economic pain ahead. Both
policy and politics will have to play an important role to alleviate this. Bad policy can delay, even
derail economic revival. Good politics can ensure that the suffering of the masses is minimized.
What can be done to ensure this? India needs to track its consumption expenditure along with
employment data for policy intervention (Rohan Kishore and Abhisek Jha, 2020).

MENTAL ILLNESS
Widespread outbreaks of infectious disease, such as COVID-19, are associated with
psychological distress and symptoms of mental illness (Bao et al., 2020). If mental health
problems during adolescence are not treated early and properly (Elaiza Torralba, 2021), it can
have long-lasting negative consequences in adulthood (Figure-12). It is thus necessary to
maintain calmness and composure during the period of stress (Bilal Zafar, 2020).

Figure-12
Bilal Zafar (https://journal.medizzy.com/corona-stress-what-does-the-big-picture-depict/04-April-2020)

Psychiatrists across the world should be aware of these manifestations, their correlates, and
strategies to manage them that encompass the needs of both the speciﬁc populations (Yang et
al., 2020) and the precautionary measures necessary to contain the spread of COVID-19. The
lockdown due to COVID outbreak has two extreme reactions - fear and worry over an uncertain
future, and careless attitude and ignorance about the prevailing threat of spread of the virus.
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They should also be aware of lacunae in the existing literature, which may need to be ﬁlled-in
over time through more widespread clinical experience and research. COVID-19 pandemic has
led to vigorous and multi faced response from psychiatrists and allied professionals and that
mental health is clearly being taken into consideration at multiple levels. The corona virus
pandemic has been followed by a concern for potential spike in suicides, exacerbated by social
isolation due to quarantine and social distancing guidelines, fear and unemployment and
financial factors (Lou et al., 2020). The corona virus has been found to affect both the physical
and mental health of a large part of the population (Elena Lapaz, 2021).
DOMESTIC DISCORD
The National Commission for Women (NCW) has received more than 13,410 complaints of
violence (Figure-13) across the country between March to September 2018, out of which 4,350
(32.4%) are registered under ‘Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005’
(Mathew Maniamkot, 2020). Financial insecurity, stress and uncertainty amid COVID-19
pandemic has led to increased aggression and abuses at home (Dunn et al., 2020).

Figure-13: Representational image
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TOURISM
The tourism sector is currently one of the hardest hit by the outbreak of COVID-19, with impacts
on both travel supply and demand. As a direct-consequence of COVID-19, the world travel and
tourism council has warned that tourism sector may be risk (Amy European Tourism).

Figure-14
The tourism sector has dramatically affected by the widespread of COVID-19 and may remain
for a longer time. The arrival of foreign tourists to India from different parts of the world has
reduced by 68% in March 2020 compared to the previous month. It has a great impact on
revenue generated from tourism in the form of FEE (Sanjita Jaipuria et al., 2020).
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The captive animals numbering about 56,800 in 160 recognised zoos across India are
slowly getting used to a new normal – living in a human-free environment without the
cacophony of visitors, although some species depend on humans for sensory stimulus.
For instance, the chimpanzees (Figure-14), elephants and other primates clearly seem a
little bored these days. Their day is less interesting without humans. These are social
animals, who enjoy interacting with visitors (Nivedita Ganguly, 2020).
LIFE AND LIVLIHOOD
COVID-19 has affected the sources of supply and affects the global economy due to restrictions
in travelling from one place to another (Ji et al., 2020). The main features are:
● Disrupt the supply chain of products.
● Losses in national and international businesses.
● Poor cash flow in the market.
● Significant slowing down in the revenue growth.
The Coronavirus pandemic appears as a nightmare in the global scenario. The virus spread
over 199 countries across the globe, infected over 23 lakhs people, and over 150,000 fatalities.
These numbers are mounting from time to time. Most of the developed countries are in a
helpless state to contain the spread of the virus except imposing lockdown and ensuring social
distancing.
The outbreak is negatively impacting the world economy by affecting the global trade activities
from tourism, world value chain, medical supply, electronics, financial markets to energy,
besides a wide range of social activities. The world leads to a significant economic recession. It
is expected that the global economy caused by the corona virus outbreak is likely to cost at
least 2 trillion USD. The outbreak of the Corona virus has a severe impact on the Indian
economy. All economic activities are halted due to 21 days lockdown triggered by the outbreak.
India’s massive dependence on China for imports is, mainly, going to impact the Indian
economy. The paper attempts to analyze the global economic impact of the Corona virus
pandemic. It also tries to study the impact of the COVID-19 on the Indian economy and make an
assessment of India's response to the crisis. (Porag Sarmah, 2020).
We find a sharp and broad negative impact on household income (Figure-15a) — with nearly
84 percent of Indian households reporting decreases in income since the lockdown. The impact
is higher in rural population than the urban population (Figure-15b).
Further, households have limited ability to cope with the current economic climate — only 66
percent of households report currently having the resources to go on for more than another
week before facing distress (Bertrand, et al. 2020). This has culminated in un-thinkable
socioeconomic disaster affecting the livelihood (Figure-16a) and life (Figure-16b) of the people.
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Figure-15a

Figure-15b
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Figure 16a
English caption: Rise above politics. Do not be insensitive. See and feel the pain of these
migrants (Vinod Jakhar).
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Figure 16b
Rajendra Jadav: An Indian freight train mauls and kills 16 migrant workers laid-off in corona
virus lockdown, who were exhausted during long walk, and had fallen asleep on track during
wee hours on 8-May-2020 in Satara (Near Aurangabad town in the western state of
Maharashtra), while they were heading back to their home village after losing their jobs due to
corona virus lockdown.
Source: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-india-idUSKBN22K0DK
SOCIAL LIAISON
● Service sector is not being able to provide their proper service
● Cancellation or postponement of large scale sports and tournaments
● Restrictions on national and international travels and cancellation of services
● Disruption of celebration of cultural, religious and festive events
● Undue stress among the population
● Social distancing with peers and family members
● Closure of hotels, restaurants and religious places.
● Closure of places for entertainment such as movie play theatres, sports, clubs,
gymnasiums, and swimming pools etc. (Figure - 17).
● Postponement of examinations
This COVID-19 has affected the sources of supply and affected the global economy. There are
restrictions of travelling from one to another country. Health care professionals face a lot of
difficulties in maintaining the quality in these days (Ji et al., 2020).
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Figure-17 (Representative image)
MUMBAI: The Events and Entertainment Management Association has sent out an SOS signal
to the government seeking urgent intervention as the industry that employs 60 million people
has come to a standstill following the national lockdown. The association claims that of the 60
million staff, 10 million have been directly impacted, and their livelihood is at risk as all major
national events are postponed or cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Losses for the first
two months are already over Rs 3,000 crores, the association said.
(https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/media/entertainment/events -entertainment-industry-says-covid-19-hit60-million-livelihoods-seeks-urgent-government-help/articleshow/74805982.cms?from=mdr)

STRATEGIES FOR COVID-19 PREVENTION AND CONTROL
COVID-19 is a global threat that requires a global response involving all countries. Government
should be responsible for providing exact information to help the public to face this novel
infection. To decrease the damage connected with COVID-19, public health and infection
control actions are immediately necessary to limit the global spread of virus. Some strategies
are discussed in this paper to prevent and control the COVID-19 disease.
Restricting mass gathering: Preventing SRS-COV2 transmission by restricting mass
gathering is an important objective of public health care system (Figure-18). The spread of
respiratory illness during mass gathering is a major public health concern. Government of
different countries should therefore postpone all types of religious, cultural, social, scientific,
sports and political gatherings in different parts of the world.
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Figure-18
Plastic circles on the ground indicating where to stand at the Gare du Nord train station in Paris,
France, on May 5, 2020. Benoit Tessier/ Reuters. The floor markers have been used on train
platforms, to ensure people stand 6-feet apart while waiting for their train.
https://www.businessinsider.in/international/news/photos-show-how-the-world-is-readapting-tosocially-distanced-life-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic-from-plastic-table-barriers-to-taped-upForestation: Deforestation is linked to different types of diseases due to birds, particularly bat
borne viral outbreaks (Afelt et al., 2018; Olivero et al., 2017). COVID-19 is a bat related
epidemic .To prevent this outbreak, billon of dollars are being spent in developing diagnostics,
treatment and production of medicine etc., but we are neglecting the primary tool of prevention,
i.e., forestation (Figure-19) and preserving wildlife habitats. It is therefore, very much important
for the world to realize the significance of forests, and to encourage forestation as much as
possible throughout the world.
Global ban on wild life trade: Many scientists have urged different countries to permanently
ban the wildlife market and trades (Afelt et al., 2018). These actions would help to protect
human’s lives from future pandemic like COVID-19. Therefore, considering the national security,
bio-safety and public health, it is essential to ban global wildlife markets and trades (Figure-20).
However, wild life meat, particularly bat meat is still available in wild animal markets in Asia, in
countries like China and Indonesia (Figure-21).
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Figure-19
(https://www. google.com/search?q=forestation,+images&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=2A ZE TdPzcpI8
KM%252CuXWFtaQyFCGN0M% 252C_& vet=1& usg=AI4_kTBNZOM7t oo0k T0g8S ZL_Idp9w8P Q&sa= X& ved=2ahUKE wiWkeLP577uA hXdwTgGHSy2A qEQ9QF6B
AgPEAE&biw=1366&bih=625#imgrc=2A ZE TdPzcpI8KM)

Figure-20
An illustration showing the suspected transmission routes of Sars, Mers and COVID-19 to
humans. Image: Firas A Rabi, Mazhar S Al Zoubi et al/MDPI.com
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Figure-21
An Indonesian wet market selling bat meat. Credit: Rex Features
https://www.fr24news.com/a/2020/04/shocking-images-show-notorious-indonesian-wet-marketstill-open-despite-ties-to-coronavirus-the-sun.html

CONCLUSION
Environment change is one of the biggest and vital challenges of 21st century. In spite of all their
efforts to restore the nature during last few decades, human could only move a few steps
forward.
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